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We are an award-winning installation company, based in Banbury. Our Control4 certified showroom offers clients 

the opportunity to experience Smart Home technology, Home Cinema, Smart Lighting, Video/Audio Distribution, 

Mirror TV, CCTV and Security.

We are a family run business established for over 15 years.

From the initial consultation to define the project objectives, to the handover and maintenance, the client is our 

number one priority.

We manage the project from start to finish, whether it is a complete home refurbishment or a single room, we 

provide a professional design and installation service, carried out to the highest standards by our experienced 

CEDIA (Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association) certified team of consultants and engineers.

Our extensive client base not only covers the Midlands but is Nationwide. We ensure that all aspects of our 

projects are undertaken by our professional in-house team, who have built a reputation of excellence

over the past 15 years with over 85% of our clients coming to us by referral.

WELCOME TO VCS



VCS specialises in creating bespoke Smart Home 

solutions for everyone and every home.

The systems VCS offer will monitor and control the 

features in your Smart Home giving you and your family 

total control at the touch of a button.

The services included in our Smart Home systems are 

Lighting, Heating/Cooling, Audio/Video, Network/WiFi, 

CCTV/Security and Gate/Door Entry.

Our Smart Homes are made, designed and installed 

around you and your family’s needs, and can include 

one or all of our services.

We also offer a comprehensive maintenance and 

service contract.

SMART HOME



LIGHTING DESIGN
AND CONTROL

Smart lighting 
not only simplifies 

the home but 
declutters the wall 

space. Lighting 
schedules can be 
programmed to 
allow intelligent 
control of your 
smart lighting 

systems,
creating a subtle 

and beautiful 
ambience.

Our lighting 
control systems 

give you the 
power to remotely 
control all of your 

lighting from a 
single screen or 

switch, wherever 
you are, creating 
different lighting 
scenes to quickly 

change the mood 
or function of a 

room.

Ready to watch 
TV.... at the touch 
of a button your 

TV comes on your 
blinds close and 

your lighting scene 
is activated for a 
perfect viewing 

experience.



MULTIROOM AUDIO
AND VISUAL

Creating the Ultimate Centralised AV Solution 

for the Connected Home, delivering the highest 

quality Video and Audio throughout your 

property.

Combining In-Ceiling, In-Wall, Free Standing and 

Garden Speakers you can listen to your favourite 

radio show or playlists anywhere, all controlled by 

a single NEEO Remote Control, Touch Screen or 

Smart Device.



BLINDS AND SHADES

We are specialists in installing Lutron, 

Qmotion and Silent Gliss Blinds 

and Shades which are remotely 

controlled and virtually silent.

We can offer high quality blinds 

which are made to measure 

and come in all different shades, 

patterns and sizes to suit every taste.

We also offer retrofit solutions using 

battery operated motors with a 

battery life of over 3 years.



NETWORKING AND WIFI

We have all become so reliant on the Internet whether that be for 

Work, Streaming, Children’s homework or just browsing the internet. 

We can ensure full WiFi coverage throughout your Home and 

Garden by installing a series of wireless access points that provide 

seamless connectivity, wherever you are. 

We also offer remote Network Management, this allows us to 

administer, upgrade and monitor your system remotely if required.



SECURITY AND CCTV

CCTV and Alarms are some of our most requested services as we all want 

to protect our Family, Home and Possessions.

All of our systems offer you the facility to be alerted of any security 

breaches direct to your mobile phone, anywhere in the world.

We also work closely with alarm companies to offer a fully monitored and 

integrated alarm system.

Both CCTV and Alarm systems can be integrated with your Smart Home 

Control System.

Our Chime Video Doorbell  will show

you who is at the door, you can talk

to them, view them and open the

door or gate, all from anywhere

in the world.



HOME CINEMA

Home Cinema design and installation to suit every budget and every room.

Imagine experiencing both the brilliance of 4K/8K with the colour, brightness 

and detail of the highest resolution, projected images and the crystal clear, 

three-dimensional sound of Dolby Atmos.

Our Bespoke Home Cinema systems can bring you the next generation of 

Home Entertainment today. We offer the latest in sound technology and 

high-quality digital image projectors, working closely with the following 

manufactures: JVC, Samsung, Sony, Panasonic, Arcam, Anthem, Yamaha, 

Denon, Sonance, Bowers & Wilkins and Wisdom.

We can also install acoustic fabrics and wall treatments to further

enhance the sound quality within in the room.



CASE STUDIES
Gloucestershire Home

VCS were invited by the owners to help create 

a dream country home, set in 130 acres of land 

incorporating swimming pool, stables, tennis 

court, paddock, lake and loggia. 

From inception we were involved in the 

design and creation of this stunning residence 

seamlessly integrating smart home technology 

throughout, whilst maintaining the sense 

of a family home, in-keeping with its’ local 

surroundings.

This property was designed and built with the 

scope to incorporate superior AV capabilities, 

outstanding lighting and security as well as a 

home cinema, all by VCS whilst future proofing 

these systems with the very latest technological 

thinking. The entire property is managed and 

controlled via the latest Control4 processors, 

remotes and mobile apps.



This property now boasts 10 Sony TV’s all of which are connected to 
a 4K video matrix. The family can choose to watch or listen with the 
touch of a button from their Control4 remote or smartphone. High-
performance, Bowers & Wilkins in-ceiling and in-wall speakers in every 
room allow the family ultimate enjoyment of any taste in music. Our 
recommendation and installation of mirror TV’s in bedrooms, has also 
allowed for superb viewing conditions whilst preserving aesthetics 
and interior design.

The lighting and shading in any home can alter the atmosphere 
and function of space and in this particular project we were able to 
provide Lutron Homeworks with palladium glass switches throughout. 
Together with fully automated Lutron blinds and shades we were able 
to further enhance the appearance of this magnificent property from 
the inside and out. Pre-programmed lighting scenes, which can be 
activated from a remote device or wall plate with the Control4 app, 
permit the house to think for itself illuminating its’ special features; 
welcoming the family home and saving energy when rooms and 
spaces are left unoccupied.

Gloucestershire Home



Gloucestershire Home

Further to this energy-saving technology, VCS installed 

a fully-managed BMS heating system to meet all the 

heating and cooling requirements of this property.

By incorporating heating and cooling controls within the 

Control4 system VCS has improved the efficacy of their 

energy consumption throughout.

The home cinema inspired and created by VCS in 

partnership with Wisdom Audio is second to none. 
The innovative design provides an excellent viewing 
experience through Dolby Atmos cinematic surround 
sound, a 5-meter screen and the latest Sony laser 4K 
projector. Sound-deadening acoustic fabric was also 
installed to eliminate background noise and absorb 
sound for the ideal use of such a cinema sound 
system within a family home during the day or night.

On this particular project we worked closed with 
Nicholsons Garden Design team to incorporate 
external lighting and an extensive Sonarray outdoor 
speaker system, giving the client the ability to have 
stereo sound throughout the entire garden layout 
without the need for excessive volume.

Entry to the grounds surrounding the estate has also 
been automated by VCS complete with Intercom, 
Automated gated, CCTV and ANPR Cameras 
managed by Control4. Touchscreens and the 
family’s mobile devices can now be used to access 
the gate control and the CCTV System providing 
peace of mind security both when at home and 
away.



Northamptonshire Home

This modestly sized family home set in an idyllic 

Northamptonshire village required VCS to undertake an 

extensive refurbishment of the lighting and AV system 

to improve energy efficiency, home entertainment and 

simplicity of control. Firstly, VCS were required to install a 

smart lighting system to the new extended areas of the 

property whilst retrofitting a wireless lighting system to the 

original parts of the house, without the need to re-cable 

or create any significant disruption. This was successfully 

achieved via the integration of Control4’s panelised 

lighting and wireless system to create ambient lighting 

throughout. 

Secondly, our clients wanted their new extension to 

have two functions; to act as both a garden room 

and fully integrated home cinema.

This posed a series of challenges which VCS 

managed to successfully overcome with the 

installation of fully automated QMotion in-ceiling 

black out blinds, Lutron lighting. In addition, VCS 

supplied and installed an in-ceiling, electric, drop-

down cinema screen and a high-definition, in-ceiling 

4k projector with automated lift. Together with 

concealed in-wall Bowers & Wilkins speakers and 

subs, VCS has permitted the function of one room to 

alter entirely, simply at the touch of button.



Warwickshire Home

This stunning listed building stands proud within a 
conservation area alongside Kenilworth Castle. VCS 
was asked to design a system that encapsulated both 
modern living and yet retained the old-world charm of 
its’ historic surroundings. One of the main challenges of 
this property was to produce a modern media room, 
this was achieved by installing a Triad custom soundbar 
to compliment the clients’ existing 75” TV. This allowed 
our client to choose the size, colour and style of their 
soundbar.

We also installed a Ruckus managed Wi-Fi system to 
ensure excellent internet coverage throughout the 
home and garden. Internet extended outside permitted 
the installation of a Sonarray Outdoor Speaker system 
sympathetic to the garden design. These speakers are 
unobtrusive by design and yet provide crisp, clear sound 
for the enjoyment of speech or music outdoors.

The property now also benefits from Lutron Lighting and 
Shading with seetouch switches throughout, following 
the installation of a Control4 systems by VCS. This enables 
seamless integration of all the smart home equipment 
giving the client effortless control both at home and 
away from the property.



Berkshire Home

VCS knows that each home requires its’ own bespoke system for 
optimal use, and this award-wining property is a perfect example. This 
spectacular, contemporary build required VCS to design and install 
blinds and shading would that provide both privacy and functionality; 
without obscuring the fabulous views of The Chilterns beyond. Working 
together with the shading, VCS also produced a lighting design 
to further enhance this property’s appearance and use through a 
Control4 panelised lighting system. An outdoor lighting and audio 
system also designed and installed by VCS sort to create an unrivalled 
outdoor living space.

This stunning, newly built property also boasts a breath-taking 
cinema room and yoga studio combined. VCS recommended a fully 
motorized drop-down screen and projector to allow the client, at the 
touch of the button, to change the use of the room from a cinema to 
a yoga studio.

As with many Smart Homes, this outstanding build is required to be 
energy efficient. In part, this was achieved by integrating a Heatmiser 
smart heating system to work in conjunction with Control4. This 
provides a cost-effective, easy-to-use control system that can also be 
operated remotely.

Please note that all these case studies include an element of the following: Alexa Voice Control, Lutron lighting & Shading, Qmotion shading, and Audio / Video 
Distribution supplied by Triad, Bowers & Wilkins, Sonance, Sonos, Wisdom, WyreStorm, BlueStream, Leaf and HD Anywhere. WiFi Distribution from Rukus, Unifi and Pakedge.



AFTER SALES SUPPORT

Extended warranties and maintenance contracts are available for peace of mind and on- going support.

Maintenance is imperative – and we offer a comprehensive service. Our qualified installers can make necessary 

repairs, if required, and provide system updates to ensure that your smart home is operating efficiently and at 

peak performance.



SEE AND EXPERIENCE THE ART OF SMART IN OUR SHOWROOM ...

Experiencing our technology can say much more than words.

Why not visit our Showroom, meet the team or simply send us
your details for us to get in touch?

For more information don’t hesitate to contact us…





VISUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS LLP,
UNIT 5 THORPE CLOSE, 
OVERTHORPE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
BANBURY,
OXFORDSHIRE, 
OX16 4SW 

01295 278356 
SALES@VISUALCONTROLSYSTEMS.CO.UK 
WWW.VISUALCONTROLSYSTEMS.CO.UK 
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